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Eyes are the most important and precious organs of human.  We 
hope we could raise more funds so as to benefit more weak-
sighted children in the future. 

Your generous donation and support would mean a lot to us!! 
Please support Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation!!



Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation 
1994-2014

生命綻放重見彩虹
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善ነ෯ഁਥכټ 1994α 7˂ͅႡഁᓬͱ́ʥႡ౦

ነ㋯ઠ BBSʪ̡ୁɡֺ͓e�ਥټΊΥՅϬ

ࠣɁΊΥɻഁ�ؿ�ʥ�ነ�Ϥιc෮ܰ܆Ѵશֺᘐ

οΕټրοe�̯ਥؿ�ʥ༅�ഁነഁʆಁഁؿ

ᎳХஔшነ́dϢɁdඬ಄ञ੩ّdሯ༤ʨӎʥτ߬

ɁˡొԜʹe

Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation was co-founded by 

Professor Alice Chiu Tsang Hok Wan, BBS, JP and Mr. 

Louis Chiu Sheen Charm in July 1994 with the primary 

objectives of serving the impoverished students, elderly, 

disabled, sick and needy as well as victims of natural disasters 

who have no place else to turn.  The name of the Foundation 

originated from the middle name of the Co-Founders, which 

carries the meaning of “learning and using in a proper way”.
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委員會成員 
Board Members

聯合創辦人
Co-Founders

趙善簪先生
Mr. Louis Chiu

趙曾學韞教授
BBS ʪ̡ୁɡ

Prof. Alice Chiu,
BBS, JP

贊助人
Patron

創會主席
Founding Chairman

羅保爵士 (1994 - retired year 2002)
Sir Rogerio Hyndman Lobo,

C.B.E., LL, D., J.P,

梁愛詩博士
GBM ʪ̡ୁɡ

Dr. Elsie Leung Oi-sie,
GBM, JP
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善ነ෯ഁਥټ౦ʻܛ൚༦ ��� Λ෯ഁୂᓱcר৻༧ʥɻਝd

ࠗಋʥڲԓΛਝΔਂcȿߎɈᎳХ഼ԫ೧̔cՇయɁ

ˡᑹ˳́ٱܢᎩԫdվԫd̙ਯdϢɁdඬ಄ɁˡdԪԫ೧d

ՇʨӎᄧᚊؿɁˡd༅Хፒɣነdɩነʥ̢ຕ්dऋшʸؿɣ

ነ́c͛ᎳХ༦ɺʭਝʑʥࠗಋؿᔢe

義務核數師
Honorary Auditor

信託人
Trustees

馮郭靜宜女士
Mrs. Maggie Fung

陳美蘭法官
HH Judge Mimmie Chan

黃龍德教授
BBS ʪ̡ୁɡ

Prof. Patrick L.T. Wong, 
BBS, JP

趙曾學韞教授
BBS ʪ̡ୁɡ

Prof. Alice Chiu,
BBS, JP

鍾小玲女士
Mrs. Agnes Allcock

Over the years, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation not only 
helped thousands of children with Amblyopia, but also 

supported over 300 charitable organizations with beneficiaries 
like infants, orphans, pregnant women, elderly, disabled, cleft lip 
children and victims of natural disasters.  The Foundation also 
assisted with the establishment of universities, primary schools 
and kindergartens in the mainland China as well as financially 
supported the poor students in China for their university studies.  
We also supported many hospitals in Hong Kong and in China.
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於§ഁነ෯ഁਥټ¨ϤӰc���αܰȹ൚ԿؿԈೡຌ��

�� αԞc�§ഁነ෯ഁਥمݯ�¨ټผτ߬Ɂɡొ

Ԝר৻cϤ҈۾࿘֗ᑼАਥټᖳХɁe

ΛαԞc҈ߎࠨɈԾХمผτ߬ؿɁɡeஈΛഁٽႡ

౦ነ㋯ઠྦྷ෯ഁԑพؿᆅֺ৽cय़य़ྐྵషࢶХcΐ

ϊ§ഁነ෯ഁਥټ¨ॶτ༅ԾХԞϬஔшc੩τ

഼ʥԪؿɩۦɥઅՇЛʹᏻ Ɂ́eؿࠨˢۺࠇ��

§ഁነ෯ഁਥټ¨ΕႡઠؿეɎcȿొԜ഼d

ᕁഹʹר৻̔ � ͛ྦྷ ��� Λ෯ഁዀ࿚ొԜХcՇయ

d̢೧d಄झɁɡӎ̵eХّٽվԫd�̙ਯdܢ˳ّ

ඖ͌ᑹ˳ࢶܢፒɣነdۺɩነd༅Х̢ԫነʥᔢ೩e

Honorary Patron of Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation
Deputy Director, HKSAR Basic Law Committee of Standing 
Committee of National People’s Congress
Former Secretary for Justice

ΊᙷᖳХɁ
ਝɁɣ৻կࡗผ

ࠗಋऋПϷਂܧਥ̯ؒկࡗผ৹˚ͨ
ٽ̇̇ܧ܁ک

梁愛詩博士 GBM太平紳士祝賀詞
Congratulatory Message from Dr. Elsie Leung Oi-Sie, GBM, JP 

ῶઠ᧧ᆎᖗᜣᆝ᳕៙ዝ┭ᵄ᱖ᳫኡྐྵ≋ᵸ╥ᴈ᱖ᯖྸዒ
፺ራᛝዝዩጙ․ᝁᖔᆖྺ���� ጆྸዪዷ⇿ኽᝬᯠᇛ⌱⑷
ᤦḣᑦᏀሯ៥ᖔ᠗ចྸዷᾹᥛᵳẠባቡᰇᗾᑲዩዠ፥ ��ዪ
ᝬᯠ♒ᐾ⋗⎓ፌᝫጞḅᚆᵄ᱖╥ᯖὀᥣᵱྸኰ⎓ፌᆔ
ᯠᝫጞᣩᗜᆸ−ᵄ᱖ᐄፌྸᒂጞᚵᥒᆎወᛄᇛ⌱⑷ᤦ╥�
ᦶᆎᆲᇙጰᷧྺዷᘂᔰᬯᵨᖔᾕᢖྸ◣ᑯዷጎከᆔᝬᯠ᪆
ᆎងፁᝇᛩ⎠ᖔᴼ⁀ሦᜀᲝᔏྸᛄᇛ⌱⑷ᤦኜ⅑ᆔከ
ᯠᬫᆸᖔ○ᩞዿጷᤦᇓᆎ ��ᱱ⌏○ᩞዿጷᤦྺᤫጟྸῶઠ

᧧ᆫᛄᝬᯠᵇᡳᗑᵱᒬᝬᯠᤱ♑᠋┇ᗑᵱ╥ᯖᑣ
ከ⊧ᑦྸጹᑧበᚅᒄᇐỶỶᖔ᭶ងᑲᆺྺ

܃c҈ᔄϊዀผᑢ༧̠˖ވΈΔࢶؿХّdຮɮd�

АྑЂשʤԒαಲӝΔ˟ˮȿࣂංd၀Ɉ༅e

ንΈϽؿɣɈʻܛc§ഁነ෯ഁਥؿ¨ټɮАցॶʹ

ঢ়cᅌయ̒ʿe
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20 years is a remarkable milestone to “Sheen Hok Char itable 

Foundation” for delivering quality services to the needy people of the 

community, and I am delighted to be able to celebrate its great achievement 

as Patron of the organization. 

Sheen Hok has been helping those in need for two decades.  Over the 

years, many people have been personally touched by Professor Alice Chiu’s 

lifesaving work. With the money raised by Professor Chiu, Sheen Hok is 

able to help those underprivileged families with children suffered from 

Amblyopia and cleft lips. 

Apart from Amblyopia project and helping the children through Operation 

Smile, Sheen Hok has extended a helping hand to more than 300 charitable 

organizations with beneficiaries like infants, orphans, pregnant women, the elderly, 

disabled persons and victims of natural disasters; it has also helped sponsoring 

university build primary schools and subsidized kindergartens and hospitals. 

Professor Chiu has devoted herself to pioneering charitable projects and 

raising money for those in need around the world.  She was the first 

one to hold a charity concert at Hong Kong Coliseum in 1984, the first 

Chairman of Yan Chai Hospital to hold the Tsing Tsuen Bridge Charity 

Walk in 1987 and raised a total of 15 million dollars for Yan Chai 

Hospital. She has also initiated many services.  To name a few examples: 

she has established the first self-financed dental clinic for the Hong 

Kong citzens, set up an elderly home for Yan Chai Hospital - Chinachem 

Care and Attention Home; she also helped raising fund and setting up 

offices for Hong Kong AIDS Foundation and Hong Kong Marrow Match 

Foundation.  

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the 

most generous support of donors, volunteers, partners and friends all over 

the world. Your time, effort and resources given certainly help Sheen Hok 

Charitable Foundation scale new heights in its work and extend assistance. 
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我۾ঢ়ጙॶਪᄪूڈؿ߬ࠇԈೡຌx���αԞਥټȹقɺፘɈ

ΔʀمผɐԅԒஔшؿɁొࠨԜᎳХcԞณؿѴશe§ഁነ෯ഁ

ਥכ�¨ټ ����αι͓cֺᘐؿ෯ಁϭʌɰԾХ༦ɍϛΛං෯ഁዀ࿚c̯

ਥొֺټԜרؿ৻˚߬ʗݯɍɣᆲᕿiෲᙶ̢೧d๑ᚋαٽʥઐᄤઠөeԯ

ɻ˳ܢ§˱ɻԫ೧৪ਥټผ¨�cగΛɻਝʑΔؿෲ̢ɻʶʀ˞ԾХcݯ

ˢొࠨԜ৪ᙶଉc˞ʥΣଡᙶଉdˑᔢר৻ʥٱݯԫᎩԫdԫ೧ʥ̙ਯ

ొԜড়ޫᏻ೩དԉझञི߮e͌ࠨ҈کɰஉτ���Λංר৻ɻʶcԯɻ�

ංɻʶͅഁነ෯ഁਥֺټ༅Хe

Ϭ����αc҈ڏնၤ¨෬ॐϷ৽¨ᙙʹАcԾХˢࠨΕɻਝޘ��

೧ۦؿ㙈ഹԞϬஔшΔਂ੩ɻਝʑΔ������Λݯ���ඖͨ৻cͫ

൬Ϸ全ЛᐄѼʹe

ٶ�αԞc§ഁነ෯ഁਥߎ¨ټɈ഼�כɮೡ�cЛݯਝʑԞϬऋш

ι̟dʑၬ̀dޘd̒ɭޘɻਝࣶϐכᏻeɰʗПԫ೧ؿ഼੩τ

ڲdɣଉdᯑⰅd൙ڲᏜɻɬdɬdࣵɟdᄤ̟ྟڲဍᏛɣᄪྟΪdۄ

೩Δʿcݯ൚༦����ΛΊԫ೧ొԜЛᏻeΕ̰Ԟؿˀɥcਥټผ

The Co-Founder of Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation
Standing Member of CPPCC Chengdu Committee 
Standing Member of CPPC Inner Mongolia Xilin Gol Committee 
Member of CPPCC Zhongshan Committee�XQWLO������

Honorary Citizen of Cangzhou Hebei, Nanning, Chengdu and Zhongshan

ഁነ෯ഁਥټᐲፒɁ
ዃͨι̟ܧԾկࡗผ৻կࡗʥ
ʑၬ̀።׳৺ܧԾկࡗผ৻կࡗ
ɻɬ̟ܧԾկࡗผկق�ࡗϭ ���� α�
¨dι̟dɻɬ̟§࿘ᙷ̵̟̟ྟڲή̟d็ޘ˵،

趙曾學韞教授 BBS太平紳士感恩詞
Apprecation Message from Prof. Alice T.H.W. Chiu, BBS, JP

ੀ�ഁነ഼ɮೡ�ᒷԷҡΛਝʑৱႩؿΔਂc͌ᅟܰҰαҰංᔢॶ

ᔢ���Ί഼੩ԫe

Ε༦˾ ��αcכɻਝ༅ХȹֺɣነᒷۺʥΕɺؿɬҦΔਂፒ �ֺ

�ഁነѴશነ�ʥ༅Х �ֺ̢ԫ්cᜑਝʑஔؿߕɥɤτዀผ

અՇነਥ̯ઠөe̯ผ ��������� α౨ංcҰα༅Х ��� Ίɻɬ

̟ஔᆯؿԫ೧ʥվԫઅՇɩነઠөe҈ࠨҡʻܛ�နཽईᔢ�c

ፒϽڇכϸمؿᙶଉר৻ɻʶ ��ϊ̔c͛༅Х�ɻਝԉᏺԾผ�Ͻ

�ԉᏺফɻʶʥ�ࠗಋɻʼɣነʔͳᇯ́ነ�eؿɻਝϹΪࠖι͓כ

�

ഁነ͛ผࢶХಋྫྷͳ��ຒʏʀࠗಋޫҌɣነ�Ͻነ́ؿ�αነcʗ�α

��ຒʏ̳eࢶcҰαಁࢶ

§ഁነ෯ഁਥؿ¨ټι˲τፆΈϽഁٽʆ।ؿʻܛcΕc҈߬ऋПՓ

ᝑΈٽഁވʆ।ؿཡɈޚХeΐݯτБࠨc҈ࠨɷॶਪᘗᙩݯஔؿߕɁ̵

ొԜሔؿᔢᏻר৻eᜑ҈ࠨȹԞЊˮᗐෲɾʹcȹҡ৪dҡ

ጹ්ؿcᜑ҈ؿࠨɎȹˤॶਪ৪҄ᅥΔιٽ �
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I am very happy to celebrate this important milestone – 20 years 

of offering help to helping those underprivileged people. Set up 

in July 1994, “Sheen hok Charitable Foundation” has supported over 

300 charitable organizations to date. The Foundation’s wide range of 

services fall into three broad categories: care of young children, elderly 

in need and education. This included the “Canada China Child Health 

Foundation” aided in the establishment of many Child Friendly Centres in 

China, providing primary health care and disease prevention programmes 

in the area of eye care, dental service and to mention one, bone treatment 

to infants, children and pregnant women in poor rural areas. So far there 

are more than 100 Centres and amongst them 9 Centres were sponsored 

by Sheen Hok.

Since 1991, I have already in partnership with “Operation Smile” (A 

private, non-profit organization providing reconstructive surgery and related 

healthcare to those children who suffered cleft lips and palates), assisted 

Operation Smile in carrying out 174 missions in 80 provinces of China, and 

has provided over 26,000 surgeries.

Handan & Vietnam. The Amblyopia Project is expected to extend to more 

remote areas of China in the future, which aims to cure 100 children with 

Amblyopia in each hospital every year.

Over the past 9 years, the Foundation has been concentrated on “The 

Amblyopia Project”- we have provided free medical treatment for over 3000 

children in Jiejiang, Chengdu (Sichuan), Inner Mongolia, Harbin, Daqing, 

Anning, Nanning, Haikou, Zhongshan, Jinan, Dali, 

I am pleased to let you know, in the past 20 years, Sheen Hok has 

sponsored the expansion of a university, sponsored the establishment of 7 

“Sheen Hok Primary Schools” and financially supported 6 kindergartens 

in different remote areas in China. From 2005-2008, Sheen Hok sponsored 

100 primary school students, who are  are either orphans or children 

from poor families each year for their studies in Zhongshan.  Besides, 

Sheen Hok has sponsored the opening of a community nursing centre 

in Tsing Yi, Hong Kong for the Princess Margaret Hospital, and the 

Chinese Anti-Tuberculosis Association in Xian, China and the School of 

Public Health and Auditorium of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 

Sheen Hok committed to donate a total of HK$640,000, benefiting 8 

students of The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology for a 

period of 4 years.  The donation is made by 4 instalments, and the amount 

of each year is HK$160,000.

Sheen Hok’s success relies on the generosity and support of caring sponsors. I 

urge all of you to continue working with Sheen Hok. I am certain that with 

your strong support, Sheen Hok will be able to continue providing quality 

service and care to the people in need. Together, we can make Hong Kong/

China a happier and heathier one and allow next generation to live meaningful 

and fulfilling lives. Together, we can make their lives much better. 

Ⴁ౦ነ㋯ઠ%%6ʪ̡ୁɡ
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�ഁነ഼ɮೡ�Ϭ ���� αնcοΕᎳХਝʑ੩τؿ഼

ஔшԫ೧eԫ೧഼ܰȹိӮञc੩ञԫ೧഼ؿɈГϭ ����

ϭ ���cਝτ ���� ຒΊञ੩ԫ೧cᏻԙࣂ౨ܰ ����

ัcΣΕ �� ัɾ܃ɷઅՇᏻcనؿዀผڬɊʗᇅྺcΣ

൚༦ �� ัɷઅՇᏻڏผಲࢽeˢࠨϊగޜɺԷߧʥͮ

ංᘏᑩcࣂଊΕ߬ࠨ҈˞Ӷȿe�ֺݚȹ́గ͉͉ؿΡcע

ѴશС͂ᘐಁഁؿသ҄˾ᎳХ੩ञؿɩשʤcॶᎳХΛȹ

ȹe

ᏵЛᏻ഼ؿԫ೧cܰԞϬऋшc߬༦ᗲࣟ

ᄗ݅ଲ༅ࣟؿɩ೧ɷ˿˞અՇ̯ਥټ༅Хᔢeᏻೡݯ

¶���� α �˂ΕᄤϹ̟ྟڲޘᐾϷ഼ɮೡઢ৽შβ
Inauguration Ceremony of Sheen Hok Amblyopia 
Project Nanning, Guangxi, August 2010.

౨ ���� ɺ೩ֶȹωֲʹc഼˝ञɁੱؗϤցcᏻೡѧଓ˂

న഼Ɉϭ̳۹ᅕԫ೧ݯ˿ ��� ϭ ���cҰϽञ೧ؿᏻ͂

ݯ +.������ ϭ ����� ʏɺ೩c˳ܢᔢᏻdొԜऋПშኂ

͂dଡᗂࡨ͂dϾ਼dጕݛࠕൎ೩e

ਥټผɰʗПכɻਝࣶϐޘdι̟dʑၬ̀dۄဍᏛdɣᄪ

̟dΪྟ̟d̟ྟڲdɻɬ̟dࣵɟ̟dᯑⰅʥ൙ڲ೩Δʿc

ၤΔ༅ࣟؿᔢАcݯ൚༦ ���� Ίԫ೧ొԜЛᏻe

ଊི̳߮Ґׅ৻רϭɣଉdᏜڲ೩ৱႩΔʿొԜ�ഁነ഼

ɮೡ�ᔢᏻϷ৽c͌ᅟܰҰαҰංᔢᔢ ��� ੩ԫc˥ҡ

Λ഼ɩשʤԷʥξᏻe

善學弱視工程
Sheen Hok Amblyopia Project
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Since 2005, Sheen Hok Amblyopia Project has been helping the 
less fortunate children in China who suffered from Amblyopia. 
Amblyopia is a common disease among the less fortunate children.  
In China, about 12.5 million children suffer from weak sightedness 
are proven to have eyesight of between 0.1 and 0.3 only.  The 
best treatment period is from 2-10 of ages.  If treatment is carried 
out after the age of 12, the restoration will be very slow and 
will be useless after 15.  We do not want any child to miss the 
rainbow and the beauty of life; hence we need to compete with 
time and help as many children as we can with the donations.

The Amblyopia children are mostly from the underprivileged 
families, which have to go through strict financial assessment in 
order to be qualified as beneficiary of this medical project.  The 

善學弱視工程
Sheen Hok Amblyopia Project

period of treatment usually lasts for 9-24 months or it could be a 
one-off surgery (depends on the situations), and it helps to restore 
the children’s eyesight to a normal rate of 0.7 to 1.5.  The cost for 
each child ranges from $3,800 to $6,000, which covers the cost of 
treatment, special medical device, eyeglasses, home-stay expenses, 
transportation and meal allowance.

Over the years, the Foundation collaborates with qualified hospitals 
and has provided free medical treatment for over 3,000 children 
in Jiejiang, Chengdu, Inner Mongolia, Harbin, Daqing, Anning, 
Nanning, Zhongshan, Haikou, Handan and Vietnam.  “Sheen Hok 
Amblyopia Project”is expected to extend to remote areas such as 
Dali and Jinan, which aims to cure 100 children with Amblyopia in 
each hospital each year.

ɀɁ̵ᔢʥՇయԫ೧೩ɣ๑̟ྟڲϭకकᗸᖳХዀ࿚dټ
                                 With our supporting organization 3D-Gold Jewellery, 
                                 Nanning the Second People's Hospital and the beneficial children.
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南寧
Nanning

 

¶ ���� α �˂z๑ᚋ഼ɩשʤ̔cᑹԷ̟ྟڲվ಄ԫ೧ऋࣦઠөe
In addition to taking care of children suffered from amblyopia, we also visited the special school for the abandoned 
and disabled children in Nanning in August 2010
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南寧慈善籌款晚宴 ( 弱視及助學 ) 
Nanning Charity Dinner (Amblyopia & Education)

���� α � ˂ � ˀcࠗಋഁነ෯ഁਥټၤྟڲ෯ഁᐢผᐲᐾፒȿ

§ഁነߧᘚྟڲ¨෯ഁඳࢶ೮ᑢય��cયᘐ൚༦���ຒʏc

κଊैټ̦߬ؿι̯܃cੀ͂כᎳХྟڲ༛Ҧؿஔшɣነ

́d༛ҦѴશɩነ˞ʥ൰Ҧ̢ԫ්ؿઠөcಁഁࣂੀટХؿྟڲ

cټਿඖਥ¨ྟڲᘚߧc෯ഁᐢผஉ͓ȿ§ഁነ܃ԫ೧e፭഼

ԯɻݯᎳХ༛Ҧшᗒؿɣነ́СѧιነพcࠖғՇХ �� Ί

ஔшነɥҰ��ɁяᏵХ ����� ʏ�ʗ̒αಁࢶ�e

In July 8, 2009, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation Charity organized the 
"Rainbow Project in Nanning" charity fundraising appreciation dinner 
and raised more than 1.5 million dollars, after deducting the necessary 
expense. The donations helped the poor students in rural areas, to build 
the Sheen Hok Hope Primary School and kindergarten education. Also, 
the donations have helped the Amblyopia children in Nanning.

Subsequently, the Foundation set up a "Sheen Hok Rainbow 
Project in Nanning" fund to help rural families of college students 
to complete their studies. The first recipients were 20 poor students 
and they have received $16,000 each from the Foundation (by 4 
instalments).

����� α � ˂ �� ˀc§ഁነ
ߧᘚྟڲ¨ਿඖਥټɀነ
αХነټೕיᇹผΕ̵̟ܧ
ѫ̂eᐢผผٽԄጙc̟
˔ٽdᐢผ৹ผٽѫ৹ѫܧ̵
ʆټcᐢผ৹ोٽңࡄ೩ˮ
ผᘪeԞϬ̟ʑ ��Ίۂነ࠹
ؿஔшነɥԷ§ഁነߧ
ᘚྟڲ¨ਿඖਥټɀነαᅆ
ˮؿ ����� ʏટХ༅ټe
August 10, 2010 - The second 
year of grants for "Sheen Hok 
Rainbow Project for Nanning" 
was held at the Municipal Civil 
Affairs Bureau. Federation 
president Xu Bangxing, the 
Municipal Civil Affairs Bureau 
deputy director, National Vice 
President Wang Ren Jin and 
Li Gang, Deputy Secretary 
General of the Federation, 
attended the meeting. 20 
students from the city's high 
academic achievers received 
funds that totaled $80,000 
dollars.

¶ࠗಋᄧ഼Ɂᗐɾಿɩմ͛ጱ
ᐽʻܛc˥ય́ϳɺʭe
Hong Kong movie star Miss 
Rosamund Kwan attended to 
show her full support, which 
made the event stunning.

¿ɻਝ͚ᚊᅥ྆ਝज़ɩొೄዟۗ
ଞɻਝͱ́ ��ܰξΕਝɐݯɻਝج
࿘ᙷؿɩొೄɾȹcਿೡԷྟڲ
ʻഁܛነcኪͨٲཽႝe
China National Symphony Orchestra’s 
violin soloist, Mr. Sheng Zhongguo - 
one of the first in the world to win the 
honor for Chinese violinist - came to 
Nanning to support the fundraising 
event and as guest performer.

¶ᘐಁયԷΛϽഁٽɁ।ཡɈʻܛ
Many patrons and supporters attended 
the fund raising dinner.
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成 都
Chengdu

¶ ���� α � ˂zၤι̟
ȹɁ̵ᔢАc�ഁ
ነ഼ɮೡ�ઢ৽შβ
Officially inaugurated the 
S h e e n  H o k  A m b l y o p i a 
Project with Chengdu First 
People’s Hospital in May 
2011.

¿ ���� α � ˂zΕιټҳፘэ
ҳ�ᘐಁયټ�ᅥჱࠑᎂᐾϷ෯ഁذ
ผcԎᑼ˳యٽኪͨ˚ᓤཽႝ
Sheen Hok organized a charitable 
mus ica l  opera  “J insha”  a t  the 
Chengdu Jinsha Ruins Museum. 
Minister Bao Hui was invited to be the 
Guest of Honor in June 2011.
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成都慈善籌款晚宴 ( 弱視及助學 ) 
Chengdu Charity Dinner (Amblyopia & Education)

���� α � ˂ �� ˀכι̟ȹɁ̵ᔢᐾϷ�ഁነ഼ɮೡઢ

৽შβ�cα ᅥჱࠑᎂᐾϷ෯ഁذҳፘэټι̟כͫ˂� �

ҳټ � ᘐಁયผc�ຝ͌˳ࠑܢᅥჱٲʥೋАሒc�ᘐಁྦྷോݯ

כԫ೧ʥஔшɣነ́c�Ԏ഼ ���� α � ιᐾϷ෯ഁયכ˂ ��

ᘐഁಁ ��� ຒʏe

�

Εᘐௐࣂං̋τȹΛ˂ʑcכ ���� α �� ˂ι˲ΔΕι

ᐾϷȿȹɣێᘐಁયcᑼᇼȿΛϽΊɁˮc˳ܢ���жӪ৩ͱ

́ʩɁdᄨᘸͱ́ʩɁd˔ણᄨͱ́ʩɁʥι̟կኝე

ኒcଞؗکيk

Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation held the inauguration ceremony of 
Sheen Hok Amblyopia Project at Chengdu First People's Hospital in 
May 16, 2011. In June of the same year, the Foundation held a charity 
musical “Jinsha” fundraising gala in Chengdu Jinsha Ruins Museum, 
with the musical performances and charity auctions, the money raised 
was used to help the Amblyopia children and help the children from 
poor families to receive education. In June 2012, the Foundation held 
another charity dinner in Chengdu and has raised 1.51 million dollars. 

With only 1 month's time for preparation, Sheen Hok Charitable 
Foundation successfully held a major fundraising gala dinner at 
Chengdu in November 2013. The Foundation invited a number of 
celebrities attended, including: Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lui, Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
Ma, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wong, as well as the leaders from Chengdu’s 
Municipal United Front, it was an unprecedented and successful 
fundraising gala!
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海口 

Haikou

¶ ���� α �˂zࣵɟ഼̟ઢ৽შβ
Inauguration Ceremony of Sheen Hok 
Amblyopia Project Haikou, August 2011
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大理  

Dali

����� α � ˂zၤɣଉ
ήɊΥผdɣଉήɁ̵ᔢ
Аc഼ɮೡ
Inauguration Ceremony 
of Sheen Hok Amblyopia 
Project of Dali in Feb, 2012.
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內蒙古
Inner Mongolia

¶ ���� α �˂zΕʑၬ̀ᐾϷ഼ઢ৽შβ
Inauguration Ceremony of Sheen Hok Amblyopia 
Project Inner Mongolia, February 2012.

¶ ���� α � ˂ࠗಋഁነ෯ഁਥټʥࠗಋਝଡޫਥݯټʑ
ၬ഼̀ԫ೧ຮൈ෯ഁɾࣁ
Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation and Hong Kong 
International Eye Foundation joined a charity mission in 
Inner Mongolia for Amblyopia children in Sept. 2014.

¿ ���� α �˂ÐΕʑၬ̀ጙΪޫ́ɻ࿏ᏜшɁ̵ᔢ
ᐾϷࢶᖲટᙶӹშβ
The Donation ceremony of an ambulance to Inner 
Mongolia Branch Fing'an poor people's hospital, in 
August 2013.
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中山 

Zhongshan

¶ ���� αcᏵਂ༠ඐͱ́ྐྵؿషࢶХcᖳХȿ �� ຒಋྫྷcၤɻ
ɬ̟ෲᔢᐾϷȿ�ഁነ഼ɮೡઢ৽შβ�c ��� Ίɻɬ
഼ԫ೧Շయe
With Mr. Au Tat Hung's generous donation of HK$380,000 in 
2013, the Foundation has collaborated with The Health of Women 
and Children in Zhongshan City Association and Boai Hospital 
of Zhongshan and held the inauguration ceremony of Sheen Hok 
Amblyopia Project in Zhongshan, 100 Amblyopia childrens in 
Zhongshan were benefited.

¿ ���� α �� ˂ xႡઠ
ଅ྆Էɻɬ഼ԫ೧
Prof. Chiu led a tr ip to 
visit children suffered from 
Amblyopia in Zhongshan in 
October 2011.
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邯鄲 

Handan

¿ ���� α � ˂ၤ،˵ޘᯑⰅ̟ଡޫᔢ � ̟ɀᔢ �
АcΕΔᐾϷȿȹᓯ௰Ϥඊؿࠇઢ৽შβcԎ
ȿՇХ഼ؿԫ೧e
In June 2013, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation started 
collaboration with the Han Dan Shi Yan Keyiyuan 
(Shi Di San Yi Yuan) in Hebei Province and visited the 
Amblyopia children there.
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越南 

Vietnam

¶ ���� α � ˂zΕ൙ڲ،ʑᐾϷ෯ഁሒᘐಁય �6+,1(�0(�83¨c�
Է൙ڲ৹ᐢ0U��1JX\HQ�'XF�.LHQ ٽcጱᐽ˚ᓤeႡઠʥഁܛʻؿ
ԷΔᔢ഼ԫ೧e�
In May 2010, a charity auction was held in Hanoi, Vietnam. Fundraising 
Dinner "SHINE ME UP", was supported by the Vice President of Vietnam 
Mr. Nguyen Duc Kien, who was the person officiating. Prof. Chiu and 
other supporters visited children with amblyopia at the local hospitals. 
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教 育 服 務

善學愛心
同行二十載

Education Service
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仁濟醫院趙曾學韞小學 (香港 )
Yan Chai Hospital Chiu Tsang Hok Wan Primary School (HK)

���� αc�Ⴁઠࢶᖲಋྫྷ �� ຒʏc�༅ХڇכϸፒɾʆᏜᔢ

ɩነcٲݯႡઠɾࢶᘆc՜Ίݯ§ʆᏜᔢႡ౦ነ㋯

ɩነ¨cଊ́ࣂdࡗɮɁᅕͳ ��� Ɂe

In 1989, Prof. Chiu made a donation of HK $ 800,000 to subsidize the 
Yan Chai Hospital and Primary School located on Tsing Yi Island. In 
recognition of Prof. Chiu’s generosity, the school was named "Yan Chai 
Hospital Chiu Tsang Hok Wan Primary School", and now boats a total 
of 170 students, teachers and staff.
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ഁነכɻਝɺؿɬҦΔਂፒؿ �ֺ�ഁነѴશነ�ʗПϽכ

̒ɭޘι̟ၮϐጊdΪᎵݯޘጊϛ൰͏ϷܧҦdᄤޘᖓց

̟d̒ɭޘᄤʏ̟ჴჇጊɬdಙ˵ޘ̟ҳ༞ᜮᔪϝዶ̎d

ഁነڇᒘɩነdᄤޘგᗐᅥ̟ן٦ᔪɍѴશɩነʥ༅Х �ֺ

̢ԫ්cᜑਝʑஔؿߕɥɤτዀผઅՇነਥ̯ઠөe̯ผͅ

���� ϭ ���� αcҰα༅Х ��� Ίɻɬ̟ஔᆯؿԫ೧ʥվԫ

અՇɩነઠөe�ഁነכ ���� αΕᄤϹྟڲᐾϷȿȹɣێ෯ഁᘐ

ಁયcֺಁഁؿκՅʻ܃cȹ˸ഁಁ༅Хؿ഼ྟڲɩשʤ�

��ᔾڬ༅ХஔшʸʥվԫઅՇɣነઠөeਥټผҡכ ���� αࢶ

ಁಋྫྷ ��� ຒc༅ХጙۺၚᄪነႡഁᓬᅢe

肇慶學院趙善簪美術樓
Chiu Sheen Charm Building - Zhaoqing University

Sheen Hok has sponsored the establishment of 7 “Sheen Hok Hope 
Primary Schools”, which are located at Pujiang County (Chengdu, 
Sichuan), Shigang Administrative Village and 5 other cities, and financially 
supported 6 kindergartens in China.  This is to give chance to children 
from poor families to receive primary education.  From 2005-2008, 
Sheen Hok sponsored the studies of 100 primary school students in 
Zhongshan each year.  They are either orphans or children from poor 
families.  In 2009, a fund-raising gala dinner was held in Nanning, 
Guangxi.  Half of the money raised from the gala benefited those 
Amblyopia  children in Nanning while the remaining half benefited 
the poor students or orphans in Nanning for their university education. 
In 2004, the Foundation donated HK$1,300,000 to build Chiu Sheen 
Charm Building at Zhaoqing University.
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善學希望小學
Sheen Hok Hope Primary Schools

善學青霞小學 四川省廣元市劍閣縣涼山小學     
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善學希望小學
Sheen Hok Hope Primary Schools

湖北省松滋市沙道觀鎮米積台小學 四川省成都市蒲江縣小學     
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ਥټผȿ༅Хᏻ഼ɩשʤ̔c͛ࣂʻܛԯˢؿ෯ഁר৻྆

cԯɻ˳ܢ�˱ɻԫ೧৪ਥټผ�cݯผכਝʑஔшΔʿ

ፒ �ֺ�ෲ̢ɻʶ�ćٱݯᎩԫdԫ೧ʥᕤ̙ਯɤొԜᇯ́ʥझ

ञདԉɮАc˳ܢଡޫdˑቯړ৪ʥড়ޫe�ֺෲ̢ɻʶʗПϽכi

ᄤޘЃጊಝᔪdᄤޘඈɬጊdɬޘഠඈ̟dྟࡧΑપϬ

ࣅณޘڲშᗑጊdಙޘᄤΪ̟ᄤΪਂd̒ɭޘΔਂd̒ɭࡈ՞ਂ

ጊdʑၬ̀Ϭਂ።ࣽ׳ऋ̟dඣ᎘ϐۄޘဍᏛ̟ਂےځe

愛幼中心  

Child Friendly Centres

Apart from Amblyopia Project, the Foundation also supported other 
charitable organizations, like Canada China Child Health Foundation.  
The Foundation supported the establishment of 9 Child Friendly 
Centres which provide primary health care and disease prevention 
programmes in the area of eye care, dental service and bone treatment 
to infants, children and pregnant women in poor rural areas in China. 
The nine child friendly centres are located at Tangtang Town (Fogang 
County, Guangdong), Yangshan County (Guangdong), Laiyang City 
(Shangdong), Guyuan City (Ningxia Autonomous Region), Guang’an 
City (Sichuan), Yilong County (Sichuan), Xinhuang County (Hunan), 
Xilinhaote City (Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region), and Acheng 
City (Harbin, Heilongjiang).
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愛幼中心  

Child Friendly Centres

廣東省陽山縣
Yangshan County (Guangdong)

廣東省佛崗縣湯塘鎮
Tangtang Town (Fogang County, Guangdong) 
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愛幼中心  

Child Friendly Centres

黑龍江省哈爾濱市阿城區
Guyuan City (Ningxia Autonomous Region)

山東省萊陽市
Laiyang City (Shangdong)
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醫 療 服 務

善學愛心
同行二十載

Medical Service
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伊利沙伯醫院病人資源中心（香港）
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Patient Resources Centre (HK)

Ⴁઠ౦͠ݯСҳВᔢᘐፒ���൪α෯ഁᎁၦผ�cͳᘐઅ

ٶ ���ຒʏc͂˞ι͓ࠖංΕ֚ܧᔢፒؿ�ञɁ༅ɻʶ�c

ઐᄤञɁϬХʃХcܘɺञ┭ᘐིञɁϬХɩୂcҰɩୂొԜ

ઠөʥمผʶଉʻר৻cכ��αʑ �����α�x�����α �๑ᚋȿ

൚༦��ຒΊٽ౨ञ੩ّ ��ԯ܃Έ֚ܧᔢ͛ޚᘗؒࢽcፒ┭ێ

כञɁ༅ɻʶeؿ ���� αcႡઠʹω͠ݯСҳВᔢᘐಁc

Ԏኪͨᘐඳ˚cכα �˂ᐾϷȹɣێ෯ഁᆉԴਕሒݠ৽cͳᘐ

ഁಁ൚༦���ຒʏeכ�� ����αcኪͨ͠СҳВᔢञɁ༅ɻ

ʶ��՚αᘐಁկࡗผ˚cᐾϷࠑᅥผʥሒذผcᘐഁಁͳಋྫྷ

���������ຒʏ �့̰߮ʻˮ �e
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伊利沙伯醫院病人資源中心（香港）
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Patient Resources Centre (HK)

Prof. Chiu worked with Queen Elizabeth Hospital in organizing the 
"30th Anniversary Charity Ball" that raised a total of nearly 1.9 million 
dollars. This was used to set up the government hospital’s ‘patient 
resources centres’, that would promote patient self help and mutual 
assistance according to the different disease categories for patient self 
help groups. Each group provides education and psychosocial support 
services. Within 10 years, (1994 - 2004), more than 450,000 chronically 
ill patients have been taken care of, and subsequent government 

hospitals began to follow suit, offering the same type of patient 
resource centre. In 2004, Professor Chiu worked with Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital again to raise funds, and took on the role as president of the 
committee. In August of that year, a large raffle sale was held, raising 
more than 1.2million dollars. In 2012, she served as chairman of the 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Patient Resource Centre’s 20th Anniversary 
Committee. They held a concert and bazaar, and raised total donations 
of $2,520,000 million dollars (not including expenditure).
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瑪嘉烈醫院社區健康資源中心（香港）
Princess Margert Hospital Community Health Resource Center (HK)

Ⴁઠ͛ܰနཽईᔢဳկࡗผ৹˚cכ ���� αሬ

�� ൪α֨c˞ᘐඳ˚ؿӸ߲ͫஐ�αؿᘐඳݠ৽cͳᘐഁಁ

અٶ �ϛຒʏcͫഁಁ͂АፒஉכʑɾञɁר৻ɻʶhכ

���� αcഁነ෯ഁਥࢶټᖲ ��ຒʏڇכϸݯፒɀֺ┭
ɻʶeȿɾ �� ൪ἁ֨cႡઠʹ۹כ ���� αݯԯᘐ

ፒ �� ൪αݠ֨৽cԎ˘ᘐഁಁ൚༦ �ϛຒʏe

Prof. Chiu is also the Vice Chairman of the Princess Margaret Hospital 
Governing Committee, in 1995, the 20th anniversary of the hospital, 
Prof. Chiu was the President in charge of raising activities throughout 
the year and have total raised of close to 6 million dollars, part of the 
money have used as start-up the Hospital's Patient Service Centers 
which located in the hospital.  In 1998, Sheen Hok Charitable 
Foundation donated 500,000 dollars to open a second Hospital's 
Patient Service Centers in Tsing Yi. Prof. Chiu has once again for the 
commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the organization in 2000 
and has raised more than 2 million dollars.
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荃灣港安醫院 ( 香港）
Tsuen Wan Adventist Hospital (HK)

Ⴁઠכ ���� αኪͨᣩᜪಋΪᔢೕկࡗผયผᘐկผ˚ ��

���෯ഁયผۺᐊcᒷټٴณɣᅢᘐಁe༦ᘐፒ�௩ۺጙݯ

ι˲ݯᘐഁಁȹϛຒʏe

αݯᄪूʄɊ൪α֨cʹωኪͨᘐඳկࡗผ˚cכ�ᣩ
ᜪΣʶৈ֙ᐾϷ�ಋΪᔢ෯ഁયᄪټᐊ�cᘐഁಁ൚༦ɍϛ

ຒʏeഁಁ͂כጙۺณɣᅢcད߮ੀכ ���� α೨ɮe༦ࠇณ

ஃིᔢଊτ͂Δcณɣᅢੀ˿˞ొԜᄖౖ˨يؿංc˥ᔢ

˿˞ొԜΛʏʝ՚Էؿᔢᏻר৻c˳ܢᄈ˱ञѷᅕ͌cஉ͓ਿޫ

ɻʶʹ۩cສΛိঢ়ޫҌͱ൬შኂc̰ݯԞɁɟᄈٽད߮

ұАΡๅௐeؿ

In 2013, Prof. Chiu as the chairman of the development committee of  
Tsuen Wan Adventist Hospital’s gala dinner, to raise funds for hospital 
expansion. By organizing ‘Tsuen Wan Adventist Hospital Expansion 
Gala Dinner’, 1 million dollars was successfully raised. 

The following year, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the hospital, 
Prof. Chiu acted as chairman of the committee again to organize Tsuen 
Wan Adventist Hospital’s Golden Jubilee Gala Dinner. Over 3 million 
dollars was raised. Donations for the construction of a new hospital 
building is expected to be completed by 2015.

By re-evaluating the hospital's existing site, the new building will be 
able to provide plenty of space, so that the hospital can provide wider 
and attentive medical services. This includes increasing the number 
of beds, the establishment of specialist centers and operating theaters, 
a variety of high-tech advanced equipment, and prepare for future 
population growth and projected demand.
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老 人 服 務

善學愛心
同行二十載

Elderly Service
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仁濟醫院郭玉章夫人護理安老院 (香港 )及
仁濟醫院華懋護理安老院 (香港 )

Yan Chai Hospital Mrs Kwok Yuk Cheung Care and Attention Home (HK)
and Yan Chai Hospital Chinachem Care and Attention Home (HK)

���� αcႡઠኪͨʆᏜᔢمผר৻ɩୂ˚cଅეȹଠۺዾ

ʥרمԑc২ȿΛඖሁ݅ʥྡྷΔϣྦc̨ȹֺଲّٽ߬

ʆᏜᔢ̽ʩɁᙶଉΪϢeݯᙶଉΪϢcଊΊؿ

��

כ̊ ���� αႡઠᏵկͨݯʆᏜᔢԑѫ˚cͨʑዶร

ၤҰȹඖݠ৽e�ܰαউᏃི߮Ήࠗಋ͇֚ܧᇼɠΔԎι˲Ᏽ

ғcጙۺαࠖංढ़ΛϢɁؿᙶଉΪϢΊݯ�ʆᏜᔢജᎺ

ᙶଉΪϢ�cԷ͌ݯک˅cʋܰಋɣؿێȹֺᙶଉΪϢe

Prof. Chiu was the Chairman of the Social Services team of Yan Chai 
Hospital in 1984. She has led a congregation architects and social 
service colleagues, did various surveys and site visits to create a place 
with the elderly in need of care, and which named as Yan Chai Hospital 
Mrs Kwok Yuk Cheung Care and Attention Home (HK)

In 1987, Prof. Chiu was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Yan Chai Hospital, and has been actively involved in every activity. 
That year she successfully applied to the Hong Kong Government for 
land to build an elderly care residential home. To this very day, the Yan 
Chai Hospital Chinachem Care and Attention Elderly Home is still the 
largest facility in Hong Kong catering to the elderly.
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仁濟醫院曾榮夫人長者鄰舍中心 (香港 )
Yan Chai Hospital Mrs Tsang Wing Neighbourhood Elderly Centre (HK)

כ ���� αۺࢶ�ʆᏜᔢ౦࿘ʩɁّٽሱٞɻʶ�cݯʰਂپʑ

ɾϢɁొԜר৻cԯ܃ϊ͛ܰಋࠖංᔝݯێϢɁˀංᙶଉሱٞɻ

ʶcഁነԎʹωಁࢶᑪൕϢɁذଉᏻኂҥcଊτϢɁผࡗ ����

ΛΊe

In 1987, Prof. Chiu has made a donation for the "Yan Chai Hospital 
Mrs Tsang Wing Neighbourhood Elderly Centre (HK)", aimed to 
provide services for the elderly in Tuen Mun and the centre is the 
first transformation centre by neighborhood center to the elderly day 
care in Hong Kong. Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation has made the 
donations to buy again old physical therapy equipment. The existing 
elderly members are more than 1300.
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基督教香港信義會
善學慈善基金關宣卿愉翠長者鄰舍中心

ELCHK Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation Kwan Shon Hing Yu Chui 
Neighbourhood Elderly Centre

�ਥ᷑ઠࠗಋڌຮผഁነ෯ഁਥټᗐۧࡇၕّٽሱٞɻʶ�ܰႡ

ઠݯȿ֨ɏʩ̴ؿጱϤஉؿeϽכҳ̈́ၕߠcͅΉࠗಋܧ

͇֚ፒ˞ϭᑼᇼۺࢶɁܰͅႡઠȹʹ˳ፒe�ɻʶଊɰι͓��

αcొԜࠍʥΛʏʝרؿ৻ʀਂʑّٽʥਂمɁɡc�˞ӷ৪

ֶӸॠฌّٽؿΕӸʶ͚مʥɁ๑ᚋɐؿ߬eԾХˢࠨजΕ

ਂʑΪϢc༦ട৪dՇకࠇʥτకᗲݠ́ؿcೕˢࠨዶรၤ

eਂمᗐᕤۺӯϳcԎઐ৽ҳ̈́ਂֈ̵ͳؿ

"ELCHK Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation Kwan Shon Hing Yu 
Chiu Neighbourhood Elderly Centre" was set up by Prof. Chiu to 
commemorate her late mother in law. Located in Yu Chui Court in 
Shatin, and the Hong Kong Government’s bid to invite locals are all the 
single handed donations of Prof. Chiu. The center has been established 
for 12 years, providing comprehensive and diversified services to 
the elderly and the community in the region to meet the health, 
psychological and social needs of the elderly. The facility also helps 
them to lead a healthy, respectful and dignified life, increase the role of 
their active participation, and to promote Shatin District residents to 
build a caring community.
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ഁነ෯ഁਥټʥႡઠɁɺፘɈઐ৽ɻജʼʝc�ΛωࢶХ�ɣ

ɻജʼʝଈԾผ�eԾผ˞ઐᄤʥೕɻജʼʝݯրοc༦

உၤɻജʼʝޚᗐؿᇾೡʥᐾፒၤɻജʼʝޚᗐݠؿ৽c˱૯

ࣵ̔ജɁྦྷɻജʼʝؿႏ۹كᓊᙔc˞ʥ˱ੜജɁɾංؿʼ

ʝᐲᖎcԾผԎ˘Ή̔ਝʤɁඨᅌઐᄤɻജʼʝɾ၀ှc˞ڔ

൬Έਝʼʝؿၤ͚ݚeԾผ౦ᐾፒݠؿ৽˳̯ݯܢಋઠөɮ

Аّᐾፒؿ�ɻਝᖚɾࣁ�ነୌ͚྆ݚdͬݯพ۹Ӹ൴ؿਿ

พফᇾೡ೩cԾผҡᔄടᐾፒɣێʼʝඖ͌�Ґʼʝจ

ɐၦ̎�c༦ၦ̎ᄙࠍΉɣଠඨᅌɻਝʼʝeכ� ���� α �˂c

ΕɰܨΊɁଡ଼ɡˈԓྐӻ ��� ՚α֨ˀcΕԯˮ́ΔᐾϷȿ
ଈࠖ˞ˮؿଡ଼ɡˈԓΊട�˔ɥనʊত�cभभ̳̳

ܰȹɻϹʼʝ͚ؿݚˤٲАۂe

大中華文化全球協會  

Greater China Culture Global Association

Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation is also contributing its unfailing 
effort in promoting Chinese culture.  With supported to the Greater 
China Culture Global Association (GCCGA) which aims to promote 
Chinese culture and enhance its international status worldwide.  The 
Association visions that through its efforts, foreign Chinese and 
foreigners from all over the world will have a deeper understanding of 
the essence of Chinese culture.  GCCGA has organized art exchange 
programs for local educators and tailor-made professional Putunghua 
training courses for enterprises etc.  In April 2009, in memory of the 
445th birthday of Shakespeare, GCCGA has presented a performance 
of “Hamlet” at the birthplace of Shakespeare, the first ever “Hamlet” 
performed in Putunghua worldwide, which demonstrated thoroughly 
the exchange of western and Chinese culture.
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文成公主國際基金會
Wencheng Gongzhu International Foundation

�ഁነ෯ഁਥݯ�ټ���Λ෯ഁዀ࿚ొԜХcɺʗրઠcʼʝc

ိપਝᘒe�ʼιʔ˚ਝਥټผ�గܰȹ۾Ρؿԝɥe

�

�ʼιʔ˚ਝਥټผ�ͅకൔࡧؿ༺ʆؐʘܞኒι͓cοΕೕ

Ѓઠ၀ुcᜑҡΛɁॶਪᚹၘЃؒc࠳๐ЃؒcྡྷሚЃؒcϤᏵ

Յҡ˱Ϥτ෮ຮؿɁ́e

�

�ഁነ෯ഁਥכ�ټ ���� αࢶᖲಋྫྷ ���ຒ�ʼιʔ˚ਝਥ

eؿΫઠነɣᅢ˞ʥϝฺነ༻ࡧۺဍؠΕ̛ݯผ��cАټ

�ᄙঢ়ؿɣᅢτ�ංᇾ۩c྇ ᎂcԭЃਦcᓤਦcཋᇾ۩c

��ංࡗɮ਼ٞc˞ ʥݯཤڕ՚ؿֈ̵ొԜЛᔢᏻᙶଉؿൈֺe

ဍৱႩɬਂஔшؠᎳХᇅϬͿ۹ʥ̛ܰؿ͌ؿֺነۺ

ԎઅՇஃઠө˞ʥЃነeݠɥॶΕֈϾ́ۦшྊcᜑԒؿ

�

ٶc�ഁነ෯ഁਥࢶ��ټᖲȿ ��ຒಋྫྷcʻܛ�ʼιʔ˚ਝ

ਥټผ�Ε̛ؠဍᔂ̛ݔ �Ѓीؿᇻ́Δۺ�ɣιగෑ��eෑʑ

ੀஉτȹѩ৩ؿЃ֨ڀɣำcذᎂcཋɥၤफ़̯྇ᎂ�˳

фӿʌݯ˅cዃ̌ɐֺτႍӰؿЃઠʼᘆ�cஶᗐɻʶผᘪஉܪc

ొԜཤڕֈϾͤؿࢠϾֺ೩cԎݯԷֺؿτ̡ෲΡّЛొԜ

ᎁࠕe

Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation has extended its hand to many 
charitable organizations without boundary regardless of religion, 
culture, race and nationality.  Wencheng Gongzhu International 
Foundation is a very good example.

Wencheng Gongzhu International Foundation is spiritual, non-profit 
charitable organization following the teachings and vision of His Eminence 
Shyalpa Rinpoche in order to obtain a fulfilling and meaningful life 
through the understanding and practice of  Tibetan Buddhism.

In 2011, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation has donated HK$2,700,000 
to Wencheng Gongzhu International Foundation to build the Shyalpa 
Monastery Education Complex and Mipham Institute in Kathmandu, 
Nepal. This seven-story building houses nine classrooms, a library, two 
prayer halls, auditorium, computer classroom, staff lounge, sixteen 
apartment units for teaching staff as well as admin and workers, and a 
health clinic for the monks, nuns, and local villagers. The purpose of 
building this education complex is to help alleviate the hardship of India 
and Nepalese children and give them the opportunity for a better life 
through spiritual education including reading, writing, math, language and 
computer skills. 

Recently, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation also donated HK$150,000 
helping Wencheng Gongzhu International Foundation to build a 
spiritual centre - The Mahasiddha Sanctuary for Universal Peace at 
Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Buddha. The sanctuary will consist of a 
magnificent main hall honoring the birth of the Buddha, a museum, a 
print and digital library (containing a complete collection of Buddhist 
literature to date in all languages), a retreat center, conference facilities, 
and accommodation for monks and nuns. The Sanctuary will also 
provide free meals for all peace lovers that visit the place.
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國際自我保健基金
International Self-Care Foundation

ഁነ෯ഁਥͅټ ���� αնၤਝϬ҈ړ৪ਥټАcႡઠᏵ

ᑼᇼኪͨࠗݯಋਂ˚cઐᄤϬ҈ړ৪ؿ৪ֲ߬ࠇࢠcΕԷ

��ɎcᐲȿಋܛɣɈʻؿͱ́پฦ͓ٽͨोکԑ৻ѫܧ̵

ਂcԎכ ���� α �˂ι˲ၤ ��ਂፒےڇʪรऒͳ ��ਦcၤ

Ɂᅕτ ���Ɂe��ȿʪรऒ̔cԎᣩᜪಋΪᔢАcͳᖳ

Хȿ ���ΊʆᏜᔢ౦࿘ʩɁّٽሱٞɻʶّٽؿЛᏎdɌၤ

ԓݘཋ഼ʥΈਂᘪࡗАcΕҳ̈́ᐾϷȿ�ಲݓ ৪৽Бړ�

eܛᗐ؇ʥʻؿਂمᅥผ�೩೩cѴશԷࠑ

ʌα����αcഁ ነ෯ഁਥټੀᘗᙩʻܛc˞ �Ϭ҈ړ৪cࠇΕϷ৽�

ᕀcԎઐ˚ݯ �ˮଈෲʶൠ�ʥ�ਠܛᒋᒅ���ʨ�ԭɣ˚ᕀݠ৽e��

ࣂc͛ผᘗᙩᣩᜪಋΪᔢАcݯਥ᷑ઠࠗಋڌຮผഁነ෯

ഁਥټᗐۧࡇၕّٽሱٞɻʶؿ���ΊّٽcొԜЛᏎe

From 2013, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation began to cooperate with 
the International Self-care Foundation. Prof. Chiu was invited to serve 
as the chairman in Hong Kong, to promote the importance of self-care 
health message. This garnered the enthusiastic support of the former 
Permanent Secretary for Home Affairs, Mr Raymond Young, who 
contacted 18 district councils and in July 2013 successfully organized 
24 classes of Qingcheng Tai Chi, of which 851 participants attended. 
Apart from Tai Chi classes, they collaborated with Tsuen Wan Adventist 
Hospital and sponsored medical check-up for 100 elderly of Yan 
Chai Hospital Mrs. Tsang Wing Neighbourhood Elderly Centre. They 
worked with ATV and district council members, to organize a concert 
at Shatin Racecourse, promoting anti-drug messaging and to raise the 
awareness and support from society and the general public.

This year, 2014, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation will continue to 
support International Self-care Foundation under the themes of ‘self 
care’, focusing on ‘action’. At the same time, they also launched a 
global ‘Love to Run’ and ‘Adhere to exercise 100 days’ as two main 
theme activities. Sheen Hok also continues to collaborate with Tsuen 
Wan Adventist Hospital, and provide free medical examinations for 100 
elderly the ELCHK Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation Kwan Shon 
Hing Yu Chiu Neighbourhood Elderly Centre.
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創立與資助

善學愛心
同行二十載

Founding and Funding
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公益金
The Community Chest

Ⴁઠכ����α˱Ƀࠗಋ�ʔऩټ�cԎכ����αݯผᘐඳկ

ඖcᐢಁؿ፣�ᘐवټ�ʔऩݯ౦ι˲Δࣂc˚ผᐲࡗ

ᅕ൚༦ȹყȹɝΛຒʏc˥�ʔऩټ�࿏Ɏ൚༦ ���ංڈϙС྆

Շయe�Ⴁઠכ����ϭ ����α۹ዃͨʔऩټԑկࡗผկࡗcϬ

����αϭʌݯʔऩټΊᙷ৹ผٽe

Prof. Chiu joined The Community Chest in 1986, helping more 
than 120 agencies providing various services to the public. Between 
Year 1990-91, she was appointed as Co-Chairman of the campaign 
committee, during which time she raised a record breaking HK$113 
million. Since then Prof. Chiu has remained involved in the 
Community Chest as Board Member (1990-93), Chairman of the 
Friends of the Chest Urban Regional Committee, and Vice Patron 
from 1994 until present.
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̯ผԎɈʻܛ෬ॐϷ৽כɻਝڲԕɣነஉ෬ॐϷ৽ᔢᏻɻ

ʶcͅਝਿޫᐄێᔢ́ݯਝʑᐄێᔢ৻ɁొࡗԜਿพؿফᆻc

e�Ⴁ౦ነ㋯ઠϬʹێԫ೧ొԜᐄؿਝʑ੩τԪݯ ���� α

ݯ�෬ॐϷ৽�ᘐಁcɰݯ�෬ॐϷ৽ਝ�ᘐȹɝຒಋʏc

ʥݯ�෬ॐϷ৽ɻਝਥټ�ᘐᐢᅕʄɝຒಋʏcЌਥټᐢᘐ

ಁඖɾȾιe�༦˾ �� αԞc�෬ॐϷ৽�ᔢᏻඅ౦Ⴉ߳ʑΔ

微笑行動
Operation Smiles

�� ��̟ޘɺ dᙬήdᐽӋdענήdתԕdϐఁd˵ܢ˳

ήdןڲdڲԕdڇdϓdၚᄪʥɻɬ೩ �cᐾϷȿ ���

ωᔢᏻϷ৽cι˲ݯ൚༦ ����� Ί੩τԪؿԫ೧ొԜЛࠍ

ᐄێʹcᎳХˢࠇࠨॐʥܣࠇϬڌe�ԯɻ˳כܢɻɬ̟

ෲᔢ൬ϷؿɍωᔢᏻϷ৽cݯͳ ��� ΊञɁొԜʹe�Ⴁઠ

ଊͨ�෬ॐϷ৽ɻਝਥټ�৹˚ʥผᘐඳ˚ϭʌcԎכ
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微笑行動
Operation Smiles

���� αᏵ�෬ॐϷ৽ਝ�կͨݯਝᘐඳ˚cވ˖ݯஔш

ೕɻਝᘐඳഁಁe�ਝ෬ॐϷ৽ɾʤ్ྭᓤכ ���� α � ˂

� ˀᐾϷcԷ�෬ॐϷ৽�ਝɣԚι᎘ɡၭᐽˮcȹடϻ

ɾᘐඳݠ৽כ ���� αeכ� ���� α � ˂cݯᄪू�෬ॐϷ৽

ਝ��� ൪α֨ʥ�෬ॐϷ৽ɻਝਥټ�ι͓ �� ൪αcΕಋ

ᐾϷଞɣؿ෯ഁᎁၦผcႡઠݯᘐඳկࡗผ˚cι˲ᘐഁ

ಁ൚༦ ��� ຒʏeݯ�ȿᜑҡΛ੩೧ॶਪသ҄અՇʹcכ ����

α �� ˂cΕתήፒȿࠖං෬ॐϷ৽෯ഁᔢc҈ݯਝȹొ

ԜЛᔢᏻؿ৻ר෯ഁዀ࿚cҰα˿ొԜ ���� ඖʹe�����

αሬܰ෬ॐϷ৽ɻਝਥټι͓ �� ൪αᄪcႡઠኪͨᘐඳկ

ٶ෯ഁયผᘐઅؿΕ˵ԕᐾϷݯcι˲Δ˚ผࡗ ��� ຒಋʏ

ഁಁe
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SH Charitable Foundation also fully support the establishment of 
Operation Smile’s Medical Centre in Nanjing University, China.  
Medical professional from USA are giving their training to local 
surgeons in China.  Trained medical staff provide free operations to 
children in China who suffer from facial deformities.  Since 1991, 
the Co-Founder Prof. Chiu has raised thousands of millions of 
Hong Kong dollars for Operation Smiles.  In November 2002, Prof. 
Chiu has organised a Sheen Hok charity dinner in Shanghai to raise 
funds for doctors' training in USA.  Now, we have trained over 560 
doctors as our volunteers.

When she joined the Operation Smile China Medical Mission, the 
charity was running a deficit of HK$1 million. In celebration of the 
16th anniversary of the Operation Smile China Medical Mission in 
2007, Prof. Chiu helped raise over HK$2.3 million, as fundraising 
chairwoman.  In April 2011 when it was the 20th Anniversary 
of Operation Smile China Medical Mission, Prof. Chiu was the 
Chairman of the Fund Raising Committee. A gala dinner was held 
in Beijing and nearly HK$3 million was raised to help the children 
with cleft lips.

微笑行動
Operation Smiles
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微笑行動
Operation Smiles

Over the past 20 years, Operation Smile China Medical Mission has 
carried out more than 174 missions in 80 provinces in China, and 
has provided over 26,000 free-of-charge surgeries for children there, 
restoring their smiles and confidence.

Joining a number of missions in China per year, Prof. Chiu noticed 
that while most beneficiaries were Chinese children, mission teams 
consisted mainly of foreign doctors. She has since invited local 
plastic surgeons and nurses to participate in missions to China – 
proving a great success.

Furthermore, Prof. Chiu helped raise money to open Operation 
Smile China’s very own hospital in Hangzhou in the year 2007.  
The hospital can provide operation to 3,000 kids each year.

In the year of 2011 when Operation Smile China Medical Mission’s 
20th Anniversary, Prof. Chiu acting as the Fundraising Chairman, 
helped it to successfully raise nearly HK$3 millions through a gala 
dinner held in Beijing.
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ഁነ෯ഁਥټ౦ʻܛɺʭ֚ܧڈ༅Хؿዀ࿚cΣ�ࠗಋෲञਥ

כผι͓ټผ�e�ਥټ ���� αcΕࠗಋઐϷෲञདԉઠө

ʥʻר৻̔cҡכ ���� αݯʑΔ߲ஐෲञԉɮАؿ

ɮొԜॶɈొקʥҌফcϭʌɰτ൚༦ ������ Ίɮ౦અ

Շਥټผؿফe���� αcਥټผΕ˵ԕι͓�ɻਝফඖ͌

ነผ�cଊτ ����� ΛΊผࡗe����� α �� ˂cਥټผҡɐ

ȹᄙᅢcၤɻਝֲञ � ෲञԉԾผι͓ȿАፒʔ۩e�

香港愛滋病基金會  

Hong Kong AIDS Foundation

Sheen Hok Charitable foundation has supported many non-government 
subsidized organizations like Hong Kong AIDS Foundation.  The 
Foundation was set up in 1991.  Apart from its work in Hong Kong on 
the promotion of HIV awareness and provision of support, it started 
providing training to people dedicated to the prevention and control 
of HIV in China since 1996.  So far over 22,000 people in China have 
received the training from the Foundation.  In 2005, the Foundation has 
set up the “Alumni of China Training Project” in Beijing and recruited 
over 2,100 members.  To strengthen collaboration with mainland 
colleagues on HIV/AIDS prevention, the Foundation, together with 
Chinese Association of STD/AIDS Prevention and Control, set up a 
Collaboration Centre in Beijing in November 2007.
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౦Շయഁכነ෯ഁਥ̊ؿټȹֺዀ࿚ࠗ�ݯಋড়ࢶᖲਥټ�e

ࠗಋҰατ༩ ���� ΊιɁʥԫ೧ጏ੩϶ᏼʥԯˢᗲࠇ϶ञeྦྷ

ஈΛञɁԞ႓ ��ড়ଫ౺˿ʀˢࠨȹᇃѴશe�ࠗಋড়ࢶᖲਥ

ജɁড়ࠖވ˖ȹະຮ৻ᔢ́ʥਿพɁɡֺୂιcܰܰͅ�ټ

cϬι͓˞Ԟɰι˲Δྦྷ༦ ��� Λಲ϶ᇂᗐؿڝড়А�

ଫಅʹe��

香港骨髓捐贈基金  

Hong Kong Marrow Match Foundation

One of the organizations which has received the monetary support 
from Sheen Hok is “Hong Kong Marrow Match Foundation”.  Every 
year, over 1200 adults and children in Hong Kong are diagnosed with 
leukaemia and other serious blood diseases.  For many of them, bone 
marrow transplantation may be the only hope for a cure.  Hong Kong 
Marrow Match Foundation was set up by a group of voluntary doctors 
and professionals.  It is the world’s first all-Chinese bone marrow donor 
registry.  Since inception, the Foundation successfully processed over 
580 bone marrow donations.
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明愛醫院陽光之家
Caritas Medical Centre (Sunshine Home)

Ⴁઠடᙩɍαၤࠗಋཋ̎עݯෲᔢᘐಁݠ৽cι˲ᘐઅ

ٶ ���� Λຒಋʏc͂˞ጙۺࣂԮஃᅡؿॶԫ೧ᔢʥ਼

ነע�ෲඈͮɾ�cԯࣂݯᘐඳկࡗผ৹˚cϤ˚ݯ

፳ᄨᏲɡɾʩɁėܧ̠

For three consecutive years, Prof. Chiu has participated in fundraising 
efforts organized by Radio Television Hong Kong for Caritas Medical 
Centre and successfully raised close to more than 2,700 million dollars. 
This was used to construct the largest hospital and boarding school for 
disabled children, Caritas Sunshine Home. During this time, Prof. Chiu 
was the vice chairman of the committee of the fundraising, and the 
chairman for the wife of Sir David Robert Ford. 
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香港復康會
 The Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation

Ⴁઠ౦ࠗ�ࣂಋనผ�˚ʿʶᜑᏲɡᑼᇼݯผכ����

αᐾϷؿ�ਕ࿏ˀ�˚eԎ࿚܆ȿȹࠖؿล֨cכΈࠕຳ

ʑਕ࿏ࣂංͅɻʟɊɀٽ֝ࣂϭɎʟɍࣂcܰωݠ৽ι˲Δᘐ

���ຒʏc͂˞ፒȹֺϢɁనɻʶޢӠʥདԉঽʝटhԯ܃

ΐϤι˲Ᏽࠗಋᑩผᅆಁ �ყΛʏc͂˞ΕਝʑፒȹֺϢɁ

నɻʶe

In 1993, Prof. Chiu was the Chairperson of the “Flag Day” for 
Hong Kong Society of Rehabilitation.  At that time, she created the 
concept of selling flags in Hong Kong restaurants until 3pm.  Over 
2.4 million dollars were raised for setting up a geriatric rehabilitation 
and rejuvenation centre in Sandy Bay.  In 1999, the Chairman of the 
Society mentioned that because of this fund of 2.4 million dollars, they 
have successfully obtained a grant of 20 million dollars from the Hong 
Kong Jockey Club for them to establish a medical services centre for 
the aged in China.
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仁濟醫院牙科診所 ( 香港 )
Yan Chai Hospital Dental Clinics (HK)

���� αcႡઠכʆᏜᔢ͓ȿಋࠖංஉ֚ܧכᔢʑɾϬ

αˤɣΛᅕɁྦྷᙶଉˑቯΐ؇෮ԷΕԅࡈᑋˑޫൈֺcޔ߲

ɺʪ഼ࠇe�ଊࣂɰೕԷ�� ֺൈֺcҰαᏵޔᅕϛຒʏcᅕ

ᅆᓊʆᏜᔢ෯ഁਥ͂ټ˞ೕᔢᏻר৻e

In 1987, Prof. Chiu has noticed that at that time most people have not 
paid much attention to the care of their teeth. So she has found a Hong 
Kong's first self-financing Dental Clinic located in a government-
supported hospital, Hong Kong Yan Chi Hospital. The clinic has now 
grown to seven branchs and with a surplus of more than three million 
dollars each year, to fully support the patient needs.
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其 他 資 助

善學愛心
同行二十載

 Other Funding
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כ ���� αc�ഁነ෯ഁਥಁࢶټ �� ຒಋʏc༅ХڲԕɣነȹΊޢ

Ӡ́Ⴉ߳ߜਝСࣳذɣነcઅՇݯ౨ԭαਿޢೕɻਝɾ̟ےஃ

ིʥړஉ߮ɡ́ᇾೡcՇయّ˔ݯɡcነιΑਝ܃Ᏽາ

cԎࠨነ́ؿړכᖫʀτҁكਿพؿԕɣነ৹ઠcੀˢڲݯ

ၤਝʑΛؿ̟ޘ၆ʝʥړஃིcΕړʿࠍАˮಲӝըᘆe

ѧιɣܛ˚ଉሃ೩ᇾೡcೕ̟ےᐢஃིd̟ےઠ˚ᑟ˔

டےᔪӡஃིdɐᘾےᔪӡஃི࿒ɻʶ̟ےኝஃིdɐࣵ

ነࡑஃིݯӠʿΉޢኝஃིcਟᐢஃིdಙή̟ᐢೕע

ၤʿؒሃdਂਟஃིଉሃၤʿؒd̟ےʝၤ༛Ҧೕe

 �� ։ਝ̟ےၤਂਟஃིነผ�,62&$53�α۹ผᘪ§ਝ

ஃིɣผ¨Εڜᖓ 3HUP ̟ᐾϷc˔ઠეჀᇁԹؿ�ϓ

̟̟ےೕኝஃི�࿘Ᏽ ���� αਝ̟ےၤਂਟஃིԾผα

۹ɣᆉ§ஃིԿ൙ᆉ¨e

人才培訓
Training Program

ਝ̟ےၤਂਟஃིԾผܰͅ˖ވΈΔ༅૯ؿ၀ߜஃིஃི

௰Ͻୂιؿዀ࿚eܰ̚ᏵᐲਝɁֈອᅩݘଉԑผႏᖬؿਝ

ਿพୂᓱcࣂɖܰᐲਝઠޫʼؿւʿᚋਐዀ࿚eਝ̟ےၤਂ

ਟஃིԾผα۹ɣᆉ§ஃིԿ൙ᆉ¨உ͓כ ���� αcܰਝ̟ے

ၤਂਟஃིነผཕೕΈ̟ےdΔਂֶዀ࿚ؿঢ়࿘ᙷcɖܰ͌

ঢ়ᆉඖeވਝஃིነک

̯։α۹ɣᆉͳፕിˮɍඖᏵᆉਿcͅ˔ઠეჀᇁԹؿ

�ϓ̟̟ےೕኝஃི�࿘Ᏽਝ̟ےၤਂਟஃིԾผ ����

α۹§ஃིԿ൙ᆉ c̈ࣂᏵᆉؿᑹτ֚ܧ̟ܖஃིᇁԹ�ؿ

ᐢஃིܖ �����ɻਝ̟ےஃིஉ߮ޢӠᇁԹؿ�˵ɭณጊ

c҈ਝͳτک�eϊܪᐢஃིʥྡྷۺࠇ܃ӎے ਿᏵ§ஃ�

ིԿ൙ᆉ¨e
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In 1999, Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation made donation of HK 
$ 600,000 to fund a graduate student of Nanjing University to the 
University of Liverpool, to attend a two-year specializes in developing 
urban planning and environmental design of doctoral programs, the 
beneficiaries, Dr. Wang Hong yang who finished the programs then 
return with appointing as associate professor of Nanjing University. 
Wang has selfless dedication to the environmental aspects by awarded 
his expertise to aspiring students of environmental protection and 
participation in domestic more provinces of greening and environmental 
planning, protection etc.

Professor Wang is the speaker of urban planning, urban development 
theory courses, also presided over the completion of Dalian 
urban system planning, Shangrao City Town center city cum 
system planning strategic planning, Shanghai Chong ming Island 
domain master plan, Huzhou City's overall development strategy 
planning. He aims for planning philosophy and methodology, 
regional planning theor ies and methods, urbanization and  
rural development.

The 48th annual meeting of the International Society of City and 
Regional Planners (ISO CARP) International Planning Conference was 
held in Russian city of Perm. With the Led of preparation, Professor 
Wang 's "Shantou City Development Strategy Plan"was won the 2012 

International Urban and Regional Regulations Association of the Year 
Award Plan "Plan Excellence Award".

International Association of City and Regional Planners is an elite 
institution by senior planners and planning unit composed around the 
world. It is the access to UN-HABITAT and the European Council 
certified international professional organizations and also the official 
consultant of UNESCO Institutions.

International Association of City and Regional Planning Year 
Award "Planning Excellence Award" was established in 2005, is an 
international city with Regional Institute of Planners awarded the 
highest honor given each city, region or sector, is currently the highest 
award of international planning circles.

This year annual award named three selected project as winners, led 
by ProfessorWang prepared "Urban development strategy Shantou 
City regulation Scheme" won the 2012 "Planning Excellence Award 
"; while the award-winning Dubai municipal "Dubai Master Plan 
2020" which prepared by the Ministry of development; and also the 
preparation of China Academy of Urban Planning and Design " The 
reconstruction planning and implementation of New Bai Chun county 
after the disaster". Earlier, China had five project was won "Planning 
Excellence Award."
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婚慶捐贈
Wedding Donations

Ⴁഁᓬ͞ᙎҡʗПכ ��d�� ʥ �� ൪α֨c˞�ഁነ෯ഁ

ਥټ�ΊຮੀયɾᓤͳᅕϛΛຒʏࢶА෯ഁ͂பe

At their 20th, 25th and 35th Anniversary Celebration Galas, Mr. and 
Mrs. Chiu donated all the wedding gifts they received to Sheen Hok 
Charitable Foundation and raised over hundreds of million dollars.



Donation Account
Bank: Hang Seng Bank (Head Office)
Address:  83 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong
Account Number: 388-749939-003
Account Holder: Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation
Swift Code: HASEHKHH

*  Donations over HK$100 are tax-reductible  
with an official receipt

捐款專戶
ႺϷΊီ��ᐢϷ�ႺϷ́�
ႺϷΔэ��ࠗಋɻᄨႤ༞ɻ��໔
ʸ໔ᆦ����������������
ʸΊီ��ഁነ෯ഁਥټ
6ZLIW�&RGH��+$6(+.++

ᔾ൚༦ಋྫྷȹϛʏ˿Ᏽঽೢνૈಁࢶ

我們衷心感謝各界友好多年來對善學慈善基金的鼎力支持。
We sincerely appreciate all the friendly and generous support to  

Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation over the years.



Sheen Hok Charitable Foundation 
1994-2014

善學慈善基金


